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If you have never seen a place that bewitches you with its landscape and charm, then you are
advised to make a trip to Goa. Goa, a south-western Indian state, has so many things to offer to
you. Beaches, water sports, historical forts, heritage sites, beautiful churches, cruise rides,
unconventional markets and some great cuisines will make your Goa trip a memorable affair. Goa
flights can be booked online easily. Alternatively, you can get your Goa flights booked under a Goa
tour package.

Welcome to Goa, the land of beaches and water sports. Enjoy banana boating, jet skiing, surfing
and parasailing at the top beaches of Goa. And if you wish to take a stroll in solitude, then there are
a number of quieter and lesser crowded beaches which the state offers. Still, the best beaches are
the Baga beach, Candolim beach, Anjuna beach and Calangute beach. You should make sure to
visit these beaches.

Goa is also noted for its festivals and carnivals. Christmas and New Year are celebrated with
pomposity and mirth in this part of the world when the entire state is lit up with decorative lights. And
since the state has a number of churches and chapels, the Christmas festival is indeed celebrated
with intense fanfare. Basilica of Bom Jesus and Se Cathedral are two churches you must visit.

Make sure to visit Old Goa, the heritage town! Also binge on the delicious seafood served in the
plethora of restaurants. You can also have lunch or dinner at the beaches which have good
restaurants and food joints. St. Ingoâ€™s night market is another place you must visit during your stay.

Contact a tour operator to book Goa flights and make the most of your trip!

Trip to Delhi: The historic city of Delhi mirrors a cultural city which is bustling with traffic, packed with
markets and flooded with monuments. Delhi flights and flights from Delhi to Bangalore can be
booked online or through a tour operator.

There are several attractions in Delhi including Qutub Minar, India Gate, Red Fort, Lotus Temple
and Swami Narayan Akshardham Temple. Also walk through the dusty lanes of Chandni Chowk to
witness a deep-rooted culture! Make sure to ride the Delhi Metro (underground rail) and also check
out the Sulabh International Toilet Museum. Good hotels, splendid restaurants and exciting cuisines
will make your trip an invigorating one. Contact a tour operator now for booking flights from Delhi to
Bangalore.

Trip to Mumbai: Board the flights to Mumbai and land in a city bejeweled with ancient caves, breezy
beaches and plenty of other sightseeing attractions. Take a walk along the windy Marine Drive and
smell the salty Arabian Sea. Head to Colaba to visit some old, charming architectural buildings!
Browse through the quaint shops of Chor Bazaar for picking up anything at rock-bottom prices! Visit
the Jehangir Art Gallery and learn to appreciate fine art! And drop by to visit the Gateway of India, a
majestic and magical structure! Mumbaiâ€™s food, culture, people and hotels are all just too good to be
true. Book your cheapest flights to Mumbai now and gift yourself an unforgettable holiday.
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With Hungry Bags, you can leave all your worry behind and book a cheap flight to Goa, a Delhi to
Bangalore flights and a cheap flight to Mumbai at the lowest rates and with minimum hassle.
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